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EDITORIAL POLICIES
Recherches amérindiennes au Québec is an international French language journal published in
Québec since 1971. The articles published in the journal relate to First Nations of Québec,
Canada, USA and Latin America. The journal is triannual and is under the supervision of a
Director supported by members of an Editorial Committee.
The main disciplines which the journal is interested in are: social and cultural anthropology,
applied anthropology, social and cultural archaeology, ethnohistory, ethnography,
ethnolinguistics and Indigenous ethnoscience, and finally legal, political and economic sciences
relating to Indigenous affairs. The journal is open to all theoretical currents and all intellectual
traditions.
The Editorial Committee invites researchers to submit thematic proposals or articles. Before
contacting the Journal or the Editor, researchers are encouraged to consult the Guide to Theme
Issues and the Guidelines for Authors.
Peer Review Process
Recherches amérindiennes au Québec fully supports the principles of anonymous peer review.
Any manuscript submitted to the journal Recherches amérindiennes au Québec for publication
(an article or a research note) is first submitted to the Editorial Board, which judges its
admissibility. The texts considered admissible are then peer reviewed by at least two recognized
experts (external readers) who are selected from the international scientific community. This peer
review process is completely anonymous. The selection of reviewers is the responsibility of the
Editorial Board, which acts under the supervision of the Director.
The main criteria for evaluation are: interest and originality of the subject; the quality of the
conceptual framework, the methodology and documentation used, the quality of the style and
language as well as the overall structure of the article. An evaluation sheet is sent to external
readers.
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Any manuscript submitted for publication may be: (1) refused; 2) accepted with major revisions;
3) accepted with minor revisions or; 4) accepted as submitted. In case of major revisions, the
Editorial Board reserves the right to re-submit the revised version of the article to an external
reviewer.
In the event of conflicting reports from external reviewers, the Committee will use a third
evaluation. If there is no agreement among the members of the Editorial Board following receipt
of the divergent evaluations, a sub-committee of three persons (from the Editorial Board) will be
formed and the final decision will be taken after reviewing and re-reading all external evaluations
and the opinions of the Editorial Board members.
Copyright
The author remains the copyright holder if his/her text is published in Recherches amérindiennes
au Québec. However, we ask the author to sign an agreement that confers to the journal an
exclusive first-time license and a non-exclusive license to reproduce and distribute the full text or
extracts from the text. Any subsequent reproduction or republication of the text must include a
note indicating the complete reference of the initial publication in Recherches amérindiennes au
Québec.
Diffusion and Open Access
The archives of Recherches amérindiennes au Québec – starting with 2008 issues – are available
in open access on Érudit, while the articles of the current issue are accessible with a moving wall
of twelve (12) months. The journal authorizes the author to self-archive the final PDF version
(postprint) of his/her text after a twelve (12) month embargo. The Journal does not allow the selfarchiving of WORD versions of texts accepted for publication.
Digital Preservation
Recherches amérindiennes au Québec is permanently archived on Portico.
Anti-plagiarism Policy
In order to protect the authors’ rights and to ensure the unpublished nature of the texts it
publishes, Recherches amérindiennes au Québec journal has adopted an anti-plagiarism policy.
As a general rule, the quality of anonymous peer-reviewers makes it possible to avoid plagiarism.
The Journal considers as act of plagiarism the fact of:
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•

appropriating, in whole or in part, the work of others by passing them off as their own
and / or without mentioning the source;

•

copying, in whole or in part, his/her own work already published, without mentioning the
reference to the original publication (self-plagiarism);

•

summarize the original idea of an author by expressing it in his own words, but by
omitting to mention the source.

If a case of plagiarism is detected before publication or if there is a serious doubt, the author will
be immediately contacted and informed. If the plagiarism is minor, the author must rewrite and
quote correctly its sources and include the exact references. If the plagiarism is more substantial
(25% of the text and more), the article will be automatically rejected.
If a case of plagiarism is detected after publication, the article will be removed from the digital
version of Recherches amérindiennes au Québec and, for the sake of transparency, an editorial
note will be inserted in the paper version of the following issue.
If an article is refused or withdrawn due to plagiarism, its author will no longer be able to publish
in Recherches amérindiennes au Québec. The Journal’s decisions regarding plagiarism are final.
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